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(From Jean MotUn. Contes et Ugendes Hmong Blanc)2

In Western cultures the heart Is typIcally consIdered to be the primary
In contrast, In Hmong culture. LUB SlAB ·the liver' Is
viewed as the locus of choIce (LUB beIng the class I fier associated wtth SlAB
S(,3t of the emoUons:

DUO 'black' Is a -bad- color In Hmong culture (cr. SlAB

DUB

'IIver black'

The status of DAl 'yellow'. however. Is uncertain to me at thIS point.
,'"lor since It L� a ssociat ed with the younger brother.
I>l:tck'

=

·storm·. on the other hand.

'0l1110tallons,

In

It Is associated

=

· wlc k ed . evil"/.

In this poem. It IS a

-good
CUA DAl CUA DUB 'wlnd yellow wind
with DUB ·black·. and has negative

More data are necessary before drawing conclustons on Its Interpretallon.

[lI:lV be that In the poem. DAl 'yellow' wa s used to rhyme with NCAJ ·stralght'.
"
I "Ill Il1debted to Orenda Johns for pOinting thts poem out \0 me.
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In this case: see below). The speaker In the beautifully-crafted poem above.
a female s plrlt. characterizes two brothers: the older one has a "hot" and
"crooked" liver. while the younger one has a "good" and "straight" liver. In
other words. the former Is hot-tempered and dishonest. and the latter Is
kind. gentle. and honest. This poem Illustrates the usage of metaphorical
expressions In Hmong Involving the liver as the organ of choice rather than
the heart:
the younger brother Is (literally) "good-livered" rather than
-good-hearted".
These constructions Involving the liver are by no means limited to
poetry and to depicting personality traJts. as exemplified In the verses above.
They are used In everyday language. and (as we will see In this paper) form a

rich collection which shows that the liver Is the primary scat of the
emotions. Intellectual or mental processes. and physIcal sensations In the
Hmong world-view. The central role played by the liver Is also reflected In
the fact that the language has a syntactic device for differentiating between
the liver as physical organ and the liver as seat of the affections: using
different classifiers. The classifier NPLOOJ. which Is used with nouns
refernng to leaf-like entlties3. Is associated with SlAB when It refers to the
physical organ (this. of course. makes good sense when one thinks of the
lobes of the liver). and the classifier LUB. which Is used with nouns referrlng
to round and/or bulky things as well as with numerous abstract nouns, Is
assOCiated with SlAB when It refers to the seat of the affections.
While It Is true that "Western" languages abound with metaphorical
expressIons Involving the heart (cf. English ·take heart'. 'lose heart'. ';]
change of heart'. 'to one's heart's content', 'big-hearted', 'cold-hearted'.
and French 'sans coeur', 'avolr un coeur d'or', 'ne pas porter quelqu'un dan5
son coeur', 'ecoeure', etc.), they also typically treat the expression of menta
activities, qualities of personality. or emotions as a covert class. There 15
nothing In the words 'understand. decide, patient, brave. satisfied, scared
etc.' which explicitly poInts to the locus where the Implied psychologlca'
phenomena unfold. I.e. there Is no word which explicitly means 'heart, liver
stomach. mind. spirit. etc.' In sharp contrast. Hmong - along wIth man)
other East and Southeast Asian languages - tends to treat the ex pression 0
emotional and mental states or processes much more like an overt class vi;
what Matlsoff (1986) has termed "psycho-collocations," In his words. ;
psycho-collocation Is "a polymorphemlc expression referring as a whole to ;
mental process. quality. or state. one of whose constituents Is a 'psycho
noun: I.e. a noun with explicit psychologIcal reference (translatable IJ�
English words like heart, mInd, spIrit. soul. temper. disposition, mood)
The rest of the psycho-collocation contains morphemes (usually action verb:

3

NPLOOJ Is also

us.d

with NTSWS

'Iung',

for Instance.
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or adJecUves) that compl ete the meaning,

This element we call th e 'psycho

mate', (.. ,) Thus:
Psycho-noun

+

Psycho-mate

=

Psycho-collocation, -

(MaUsoff

1986:4)
In this paper I wish to d emonstrate that SlAB 'liver' Is the psycho
noun of choice In Hmong vta an analysis of the numerous psycho-collocations
In

which

It

occurs,

The

data have

been

arranged

according to

meta phortcal m eanings conveyed by the psycho-collocations:
d e aling

w ith

moral

c h aract eriStics/personality

t r a its.

the

meanings
mental

processes/states, a n d emotions ranging from anger to satisfaction. fear.
confusion, and a few others, Along the way. I will also try to show that while
th e

overt

ex pr ession of

these

meanings

di ffers

In

Hmong.

there

are

slmllarttles between Hmong and English on a conceptual level.
In ltght of our famlliartty with the m etaphorical role of the heart,
how ever, I will begin the discussion by attempting to answer the following
questions:

does the heart play a metaphortcal role In Hmong culture at all.

and If so what Is It?
be drawn:

From the data gathered. the follOwing conclusions can

by Itself. PLAWV 'heart' can be used m etaphortcally as literal

c enter. but not as s eat of th e emotions,

However. tn conjunction with SlAB

'liver', It can function as a locus for emotions, and In conjunction with PU\B

'stomach', It can serve as a locus for Intell ect.

These three m etaphorical

extensions of PLAWV 'h eart' ar e expand ed on b elow,

(A) PIA WV 'heart' as literal center, Let us consider th e following data:
1. PLAWV

ZOOV

heart

Jungle

2. PLAWV
heart

ZOS
villag e

3, PLAWV

KEV

heart

road

4. PLAWV
heart

'the heart of the Jungle'

'the middle of the village'

'the mIddl e of the road'

TEB
'the mIddle of the ft e ld'

fteld

5. PLAWV NTUJ
hear1.
sky =

·the m Iddle of the sky'

6. PLA\VV
he :lrt

'th e h eart of a tree'

NTOO

tree

=
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7, PLAWV TSAWB
banana tree
heart
8, NTOO
tree

KHOOB
empty

=

'the heart of a banana tree'

PLAWV
heart

'a holIow tree' (IIteralIy 'a tree wlUl
an empty heart')
=

These phrases show that PLAWV 'heart' Is used metaphor1cally to refer
to the literal center/core of words connoting spaces (# 1-5) as well as tree s
(#6-8). The source domain of these metaphors Is the heart, and the target
domain Is space, As pointed out by MaUsoff (1986: 15). "the metaphorical
connection between the heart and the central/Innermost part Is found In
both Eastern and Western languages" (ef, English 'the heart of a rose', the
'heart of Chinatown', etc .. or French 'Ie cccur de la salade', ,lU cccur de
rete', 'au cccur de la vtlle', etc,) However, as far as I can telI, the metaphor
only extends to the physIcal realm In Hmong, whereas It Includes the
abstract realm In familiar Western languages (ef, English 'the heart of the
matter', or French 'Ie cccur du probleme', etc,)
'

(B) PLAWV 'heart' as locus jar emotions tn elaborate expre$sions wit�
SlAB 'ltver',
As said above, so far I have not found any psycho-colIocaUons In whlcr
the heart by Itself Is used as the seat of the emotions, I have, however, com(
across a few elaborate expresslons4 In which PLAWV Is used as a locus fOI
emotions, and this In conjunction with SlAB 'liver', Elaborate (I.e, multi
morphemic) expressions may be viewed as a device that prlmartly
monosyllabic languages such as Hmong use to give "weight" to otherwlsl
"light" and short syllables, and are hence very common, PLAWV 'heart' I:
found In some elaborate expressions Involvtng SlAB 'liver', as seen below:
1. IB
LUB
one ClF

2, LWJ
rotten

4

SlAB IB
LUB
liver one elF

SlAB
(In) liver

LWJ
rotten

PLAWV
heart

PLAWV
(In) heart

'united In the heart, of one
and the same feeling'
=

'to be all upset, In turmoIl.
disheartened'
=

The phrase "elaborate expressIon" was orIginally coIned by M. R. Haas, and has bee n lise

extenSIvely by linguIsts workIng on Southeast AsIan languages (see MaUsolf t 986 for mal
details.'
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3. MOB

SlAB

hurt

(In) liver

MOB
hurt

PIAWV

(In) heart

=
'to feel heartbroken, hurt,
distressed, upset, wounded'

4. T U
SlAB
TSEEM TSHUAV PIAWV
break (In) liver still
remain
heart
Olterally) 'my liver Is broken, but I've got some heart left'
'I am not distressed for so little' (said In Joking) or 'I am not
letting this get to me'
In these elaborate expressions, my speculation Is that PIAWV 'heart' Is
used as a "backup", as though SlAB 'liver' were not enough of a locus to
express the Idea of unity or emotional tunnoll (' 1-3), This Is particularly
clear in sentence '4 where the "resources· of the liver have been
exhausted, and the heart has to be resorted to for contrastive purposes,
It Is also Interesting to note that whereas the liver as a phySical organ
Is distinguished from the liver as seat of the affections vta the use of
different classifiers (see above), this Is not the case wtth PIAWV 'heart'.
Only one claSSifier, namely LUB, seems to be associated wtth It, whlch may
be considered as an additional clue that the heart plays a very limited
metaphorical role in Hmong culture.
Ie) PLA WV 'heart' as a locus Jor Intellect In elaborate expressions with
I'LAB 'stomach'.
In addition to Its literal meaning - the stomach as physical organ PLAB has also been described as the "abdominal region regarded as a seat of
the intelligence" (Heimbach 1979:247). This Is seen In PLAB LOJ (literally
'stomach big'). which means 'wtse, Intelligent'. Here again, as In the case Of
SlAB, PIAWV 'heart' Is found in conjunction wtth another organ, and seems
to serve as a -backup".
This is tIIustrated in the following elaborate
expreSSions:

1. PU\B
stomach

2. NEEG
person

5

PIAW5
heart
PIAB
stomach

LOJ
big

PIAW
heart

·wtse, intelligent"
NTHUAV
open up, unfold

'wtse and Intelligent
person

=

l'1.AWV 'heart' has undergone tone sandhi both here and In the following elaborate

expression. which seems to Indicate that It forms a compound with Pl.AB 'stomach' (In tight

synlactlc constructlons. the high tone of the first element can trigger a tone change In the
follOWing element: here. the mid rISing tone of Pl->\WV has become a mid tone).

dealing with

a noun compound here rather than an elaborate expression.

So

we may be
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Hence, we may tentatively conclude that PLAWV 'heart' Is the source
domain for some spaUal metaphors [cr, data under (All, and that It seems to
funcUon as a "backup" In conJuncUon wtth SlA B 'liver' or PLAB 'stomach'
[cf. data under (B) and (C), respectlvelyl. Let us now turn our attenUon to
the psycho-collocations wtth SlAB and discuss them along the parameters
defined earlier.
I, MORAL

CHARACTERISTICS/PERSONALITY TRAITS:

The psycho-collocations listed In this section are used to depict
qualities of character and personality traits. Typically, the psycho-mates
here are antonymlc adJectlve6 pairs (#t-21) referrlng to size/shape, color.
weight, temperature, constrtcUon, and solidity/strength.
1. SlAB
liver

N TE V
long

2. SlAB
liver

LUV
short

'paUent. even-tempered'

=

'Impatlent, short-tempered'

In English, the notion of "Impatience" can also be conveyed by a
psycho-collocation which makes use of the psycho-mate "short", namely
"short-tempered". The same conceptual metaphor Is found In "to be on a
short fuse" as well, But. Interestingly enough, we have neither the antonymlc
psycho-collocation "long-tempered" nor the metaphor "to be on a long
fuse",
3. SlA B
liver

NCAJ
straight

4. SlAB
liver

NKHAUS
crooked

=

=

'morally honest and upright'

'dishonest. not straightforward'

English also uses "straight" and "crooked", the psycho-mates found In
#3 and #4 respectively, to convey the same metaphorical meanings as
Hmong. We speak of "going straight", "a straight answer", "walkJng on a
straight path", and, of course, of "crooks".
English has carried the
metaphor found In #3 so far as to use "straight" for sexual conduct
sancUoned by the moral majority (which, as many of us know. Is neither).

6

In

Hmong, 'adJ�llves- should of course be viewed as stallve verbs since there Is no copula.
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5. SlAB

LOJ

liver

big, large

6. SlAB

1. 'generous' (Lpv7)
2, 'brave' (M + B)

(cf. "big-hearted")

ME

liver

small

7. SlAB

1. 'not generous, sUngy' (LPV) 2,

'discouraged' 1M)

DAV

liver

wide, broad

8. (a) SlAB
liver

'generous, kind, gracious'

(bl SlAB T I

NQAIM

liver

narrow

narrow, dense, close together

'miserly, sUngy, selfish'

=

DAWB

9. SlAB
liver

white

'pure, faultless'

DUB

10. SlAB
liver

black

=

'wicked, eVIl. a "black" heart, unmerciful'

#9 and # 10 point to traditional color metaphors also found In English:
WHIm I S GOOD, and BLACK IS BAD.
II. SlAB HUV
liver clean

=

'uprtght and faultless'

12. SlAB TSIS HUV
liver NEG

'person who steals'

clean

13. SlAB NTSHIAB
liver

clear, fresh (of water)

1.

'a clean, clear heart: a transparent person:

2.

'(Christian) holy, saint' (B)

14. SlAB TAWV
liver hard, tough, stiff

7

11"

[allowIng

1. 'hard-hearted, firm In purpose' (HI
2. 'brave, strong' (B + LPV)

abbrevlattons have been used to refer to data sources where a given psycho
LPV = Lopao Vang. Hmong language consultanl: M

("ol1()c�tlon varies In translation or nuance:
o

Mol till

(19781:

13

open-hearted' (HI

=

l3ertrals

(1979):

H

=

Heimbach

(1979).
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15. SlAB MUAG
liver soft, pliable, weak

I. 'teachable, humble' (H)
2, 'weak personality, weakling' (B)

16. SlAB SIB
liver light (as In weight)
17. SlAB HNYAV
liver heavy =

18. KUB SlAB
liver
hot

=

'docile'

1. 'slow In obeytng, In deciding' (M + B)
2, 'heavy-hearted, sorrowful. distressed' (H)

'zealous, earnest'

Some of the psycho-collocations listed above are roughly synonymous
In terms of their metaphorical extensions, and can be found juxtaposed.
yteldlng the folloWing elaborate expressions:
19. SlAB LOJ SlAB
liver big liver

TAWV
hard = 'brave, strong, courageous'

20. SlAB DAWB SlAB HUV
liver white liver clean
21. SlAB HUV SlAB
liver clean liver

=

NTSHIAB
clear

'pure, faultless, perfect'

'pure, holy, faultless'

+

(115

(119

(119

+

+

1114)

1111)

1113)

While antonymlc adjecUve pairs represent the typical psycho-mates In
psycho-collocations used to depict moral characteristics/personality traits, I
have also found a few such collocaUons where the psycho-mate Is a verb, or
verb phrase, This Is seen In 1122-24:
22, SlAB I-il.O B
liver grow = 'covetous, gluttonous, wants I t all' ( B : 'qui a des
deslrs d�mesun�s' (emphasis mlne/l
23. SlAB TXIA NTSHAV
liver ooze blood

'Wicked, evil, cruel'

1110 and 1123 can be juxtaposed, yteldlng an elaborate

would not want to be used to describe anyone:

expression I
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24. SlAB DUB

SlAB TX IA

liver black liver ooze

NTSHAV
blood

'wicked, evil, cruel'

Finally, let us mention a psycho-collocation which has puzzled me for a
long Ume:
25. SlA B
liver
=

POB TAUB
a) POB TAUB
b) POB TAUB
'Impatient'

=
=

bail-like + gourd, pumpkJn(-lIke)
short (BI

Until very recently I thought that the mate of SlAB In #25 was a
compound noun (see glosses for each element), but I Just discovered an
entry In BertraJs' dlcUonary which lists POB TAUB as meaning 'short'. I do
not know how POB TAUB differs from the more common word for 'short',
namely LUV, but It seems as though we are dealing with a psycho-collocation
which Is equivalent to #2, I.e, SlAB LUV liver short = 'Impatient',
II. MENTAL PROCESSES/STATES:
The psycho-collocations listed In this secUon differ from those above
ill

the following way: structurally, the mates of SlAB are "true" motion or
action verbs rather than antonymlc adjective pairs, and metaphorically, the

refer to mental processes/states rather than moral
characteristics/personality traits. Hence, these psycho-collocations show
that the liver Is also viewed as the organ where the Intellect operates.

collocations

I. NKAG

crawl
2. TO

SlAB

liver

'to understand' (literally 'to crawl Into the liver')
SlAB

liver = 'to understand'
be pierced with a hole
(metaphorically 'penetrating to the understanding')
3. SlAB

liver

NTHUAV
unfold, unroll. open out as a book = 'to have reached the age
of wisdom, of mature reflection'

4. SlAB QHWV
QUAV
liver wrapped feces = 'mentally "constipated". I.e. unable to think'
11 1,4 show that the liver Is treated as a receptacle for Intellectual
pr()cesses. As seen In #I \- 2, knowledge comes In from the outSide (cf.
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English "It came to me". "to be receptive") so that when the liver Is opened
up as In #3. one has attained a state of wisdom. On the other hand. when
the liver Is "wrapped In feces" as In #4. nothing can get In. and all
Intellectual actlvtty Is blocked.
5. TXIAV SlAB
cut
liver

=

·to decide. make a decision'

Matlsoff ( 1986) has shown that the psycho-collocation In #5 Is based
on a metaphor which seems to renect a fairly universal human thought
process: languages as varted as Thai. Japanese. Chinese, Russian, latin,
French, Jlngpho, Burmese, and Lahu rely on a "cut/sever" metaphor to
express the notion of deciding.
SlAB
6. NPAJ
prepare liver

1.
2.

'to prepare the heart (as for Instruction. etc.)'
(H)
'to get mentally ready to do something' (LPYl
SlAB
liver

7. HLOOV
change (clothes,
name, etc.)

=

'to have a change of mind/heart'

8. RAU
SlAB
put. place liver = 'to apply oneself to do sth:
(cf. "put all your heart Into It", or "put your mind to W)
By adding the psycho-noun SlAB In #6-8 the literal meanings of the
verbs acquire a mental dimension, which once agaJn shows that the liver Is
the organ where mental activtty Is perceived to take place. This Is also seen
In #9 where the psycho-noun SlAB occurs with the quantifier "many" as Its
mate, yielding a psycho-collocation with a mental metaphorical extenSion.
The language also takes advantage of the fact that It has two quantifiers
meaning "many". one which typically only occurs with animate nouns
(COOB). and one which occurs with either animate or Inanimate nouns
(NTAU) to express the notion of IndeciSiveness vta the elaborate expression
found In #9b. The fact that COOB "many", which Is usually reserved for
animate nouns. occurs with SlAB "llver- seems to reinforce the central role
of the liver since It Is promoted to animacy here.
9. (a) SlAB
liver

NTAU
many

=

'of many

minds. Indecisive'
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COOB
SlAB
NTAU
liver
many
many
\+/- animateI
\+anlmatel
'oj many minds, fickle. undecided, going In every direction'

(b) SlAB
liver

=

So far, we have seen that the psycho-collocations with SlAB can be
used to depict personality traits and mental processes, In addlUon, there
are psycho-collocations whIch descrIbe emotional states such as anger,
satisfaction, fear, confusion, and vartous others, These will be dIscussed now
In that order.
III. ANGER:
Let us consider the following psycho-collocations:
KUB

I. SlAB
liver

hot

2. SlAB
liver

N PAU
(or NPAU SlAB)
boll, bubble up = 'to be angry'

3. LA)

SlAB
(In) liver

cool

=

'qUick/ hot-tempered, prone to anger'

=

'to cool off. to abate anger'

The psycho-collocations In II 1-2 point to a metaphor also found In
English: phrases such as -, had reached the boiling polnt-. -Let him stew",
and -You make my blood boil" Indicate that anger Is associated with heat
like In IIrnong. Conversely, when anger dIssipates, heat Is reduced: one
-cools of(" or 'simmers down-. which Is also the case In Hmong, as seen In
#3. Anger Is also assOCiated with speed In both languages as seen In #4
below.

4. SlAB
liver

CEEV
fast = 'quIck-tempered, prone to fits of anger'

Anger Is often manifested by physical agitation, so It Is not too
surprlslng to find a metaphor In Hmong which Is based on this, as seen In

#5:
5. SlAB
Itver

NPHAU

Up/tum over

'very angry' (lIterally 'IIver turned over")
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Finally. the two central metaphors assocIated wlth anger. namely he�
and speed. can be combined to yteld the elaborate expression In 116:

6. SlAB

CEEV SlAB KUB

liver

fast

liver

hot

·quick/hot-tempered. prone to anger.

=

easily carned away'
IV. SATISFACTION:

The feeling of satisfaction can be expressed vla psycho-collocations
which

the psycho-mate has positive connotations In

-brIght" as In #1. "full/filled- as In #2. "sweet- as In #3. and "good/weI\"
In #4.

I

English as wei

a

while we are dealing with metaphoric;

We may also note that

extensIons In # 1-3, In #4 SlAB Is merely used metonymlcally In the

sens

that It stands for the place where weB-being Is felt.

1. SlAB

bright

2. PUV

'satlsfted With things, pleased, (heart) refreshed'

=

SlAB

full. filled

3.

(or KAJ SlAB)

KAJ

liver

'satlsfted'

(In) liver

QAB

SlAB

sweet (In taste)

liver

=

T SI S
NEG

4. ZOO

QAB

SlAB

sweet

liver

Engllsh -fulfilled-)

'happy, at ease, satisfied' (cf.
"sweet

vs.

(d.

English

life")

'unhappy. III at ease'

=

SlAB

good/weB

(In) liver

=

'happy, pleased'

The feeling of satisfaction can also be conveyed vla psycho-collocatiOl
In which the psycho-mates are verbs whose literal meanings are -hit tl
mark- as In #5, and "fit (together)" as In #6-7.
of satisfaction Is not surprising:

The metaphoncal extensl(

hitting a target and things fitting togeth

result In feeling satlsfted.

5. RAUG
hIt the mark
vs.

SlAB
liver

=

'pleased, satlsfted'

XU

SlAB

miss the mark

liver

=

'displeased, dissatisfied'

17 1
6. HAUM/HUM

SlABs

fit

'satisfied, saUsfactory'

liver
SlAB

7. DHOS
fit together

liver

=

'according to my wtsh, agrees wtth my
heart's desire'

(liS, 6, and 7 are roughly equivalent according to my Informants)
liB below might be antonymlcally related to the .2 and .4 ANGER
psycho-collocations discussed above,

Anger Is associated wtth the liver

being agitated, as seen earlier (cf. English "flood of anger" also), so that
when It abates as In liB, one feels content.
B. SlAB

NQIG/NQEG

liver

to go out. abate (of Udel/to wane (of moon)

=

'to feel

appeased, satisfied'
SlAB

9. TUAG
die/dead
vs.

(In) liver

=

'to be totally satisfied wtth'

SlAB

T SIS TUAG

ltver

NEG die/dead

=

'not to be totally satisfied wtth'

From a Western standpOint, 119 may seem odd at first since death Is
not typically associated wtth a feeling of satisfaction, but this Is less the case

when we think about expressions like "I'd die for a vacation In Tahltl- or
Tm dying to meet them- where dying for/to Is equated wtth something
positive.

The Hmong psycho-col\ocaUon may be Interpreted In the followtng

way: when the liver Is In a state of Inertia (I.e, not bOIling, turning over,
failing. etc.). there are no needs to be filled, and one can feel satisfied.
r<eference to death as a state of ecstasy/fulfillment IS also found In French
where -Ia petite mort" (the little death) Is used to refer to an orgasm.9
V. FEAR:
1. POOB
fall
vs.

H

'J

SlAB

(In) liver

·frightened. scared'

S lAB

POOB

liver

fall

'discouraged, distressed'

'!11t two entries ,::Iven here and In B reneet dialectal vowel variation.
cr also l.ahu

ni-qha H

ve 'be seWed: satlslled·("heart·path dlesT IEd.1
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In English.
typically have

metaphors

based on the " falling/going down" motion

negative connotations

(cf.

"Jail Into a depression". "his

spirits/heart sank"1. so that the Hmong metaphor In 111 does not come as a
surprise.

2. SlAB
liver
vs,

=

' fearful. Umld'

SlAB

TUAB

liver

thick

3, SlAB
liver

4, SlAB
liver
=

NYlAS
thin

=

'brave, courageous'

NKA

NCUV

sklnny

Intensifier

=

'In despair'

XOB

( PE S VOG)

Xob (see below)

(p. v, I.)

'scared, a fraJd of punishment'

114 may be a culture/language specific psycho-collocation:
mythical

figure responsible for such

lightning.

"Xob" Is

c

frtghtenlng events as thunder anc

In the collocation given above. It can be

followed by wha

Heimbach (1979) has called a "post-verbal IntenSifier" (abbreviated above

a�

'p.v.I:), which makes me think that X O B funcUons as a verb In 114, so tha
when the liver Is "xob'ed", I.e.. struck by this mythical figure, one Is s cared.

VI. CONFUSION:
I, SlAB
liver

FAB
bushy, weedy, overgrown

'heart upset. con fused, mind
not clear, heart In turmoil'

2. SlAB
liver

NTXHOV
weedy and overgrown

'unsettled In mind, restless In
heart. heart In turmoil'

III and 112 are roughly equivalent and seem to Indicate that when tho
liver Is not "well-kept", confusion sets In,

In English, we can speak of ,
"cluttered" mind, as well as o f being "wooly-headed". 10

3. N PHAU
Up/turn over

10

SlAB
liver

=

'to lose one's mental

or

physical balance'

I am Indebted to Professor MatlsorT for poInting thIs metaphor Ollt to me,
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4. SlAB

PES TSlA
p.v.1. eyes momentartly 'blacked out'
·confused. momentar1ly unable to see or think clearly'
(cf. "I see" for I understand" In English)

liver

FEEB

disce rn. distinguish

=

"

In #3 the fact that tipping/turning over would result In loss of balance
Is not surprising.

Noteworthy In 1#3 and 1#4 Is the fact that the Cartesian

mind/body dichotomy so prevalent In the West Is completely blurred since
the collocations can refer to either the mental or the physical realm.
VII. OTHER EMOTIONAL STATES:

1. TV

SlAB

break (apart)

2. SlAB
liver

3. SlAB
liver

NTAIS
break

KHIS

liver

=

·heartbroken. offended'

. heartbroken'

(or KHIS SlAB)

break a piece off. chip

=

'to feel frustrated. saddened.
annoyed. upset"

4. XEEV
crack

SlAB
liver

'feeling of nausea, of wanting to vomit. upset
stomach'

5. CHOB SlAB
pierce liver

'Inwardly offended, grieved. hurt because of an
offense'

6. KHUAM
get caught In, hung up

SlAB
In liver

'lonely. missing and
remembering others'

In # 1-2 we see that Intense emotional pain can be express ed the same
way In Ilmong as In English:
-heartbroken".

one Is simply "llverbroken" rather than

When only a piece of the liver Is broken off as In #3. a less

Intense but nevertheless negative f ee lin g Is conveyed.
VIII.

"REDUNDANT"(?) PSYCHO-NOUNS AND LITERAL "MATES";

So far, we have dealt with psycho-collocations In which the presence

of the psycho· noun SlAB gave the various psycho-mates the metaphorical
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extensions listed and discussed.
There are also. however. psycho
collocations where the literal meaning of the mate does not acquire a
metaphorical dimension when combined with the psycho-noun SlAB. In
these cases. SlAB seems to play only a metonymic role In that It stands for
the place where the particular emotion conveyed Is perceived to take place.
This Is Illustrated In III-S:
1. CHIM
angry

SlA B
(In) liver

·to be angry'

2. DHUAV SlAB
fed up
(In) liver

'to be fed up. tired of

3. SlA B
liver

PHEM
bad. wicked. evil

4. SlAB
liver

ZOO
good

5. KHO
lonely

·bad. wicked. evil'

·good. kind. gentle'

SlAB
liver

·lonely. homesick. sad (out of loneliness)"

6. SlA B
liver
=

NTSE
sharp (lIterally)
sharp. clever (metaphorically) 11
·sharp. clever. Intelligent'

7. SlAB VAM
liver hope
S. DEEV
comfort

=

(or VAM SlAB)
'to hope'

SlAB
liver

=

'to comfort. encourage the heart'

From a Western standpoint. the psycho-noun In liS seems redundant
at first since It does not add any metaphorical dimension to the collocation.
Hmong. however. seems to not only have a need to express the locus of an
emotion overtly (maybe to make the monosyllables "meatier"?). but also to
have a fairly productive system of doing this with other body parts. as seen
below In 119-16. Noteworthy Is the fact that the combination of the same
psycho-mate with different psycho-nouns results In an entirely different
II It

15

Interesting to note that "sharp" can have the metaphorical meaning ·c.lever.

Intelligent" In both languages.
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metaphoncal meaning depending on the body part Involved (cf. II 11 vs. "12.

1114. and 11 15).
9. TSHAIB

PLAB

hungry

(In) stomach

10. TXA.J

'to be hungry' (In the stomach)

MUAG

ashamed

eye

'to be ashamed' (In the eyes)

I 1. RHIAB SlAB
tremble/shudder In anticipation of pain or In places of danger

(tn) liver
=

'to tremble/shudder In anticipation of paln or In places of

danger'

12. RHIAB MUAG
tremble/shudder In anticipation of pain or In places of danger

(tn) eye
=

'to be acrophobic, dizzy (In the eyes) when looking down

from a great height'

13. RUAM

SlAB

dumb

(In) liver

14. RUAM NCAUJ
dumb
=

mouth

'dumb, stupid'

TSIS

RUAM

SlAB

NEG

dumb

liver

'S/he is mute, but slhe Is not stupid!,

15. TIiOOJ
same
=

=

CEV

TSIS

TIiOOJ

SlAB

body

NEG

same

liver

'they look alike, but they do not think alike'

16. SlAB

TSIS

HUV

TE S

N KHAUS

liver

NEG

clean

hand

crooked

=

'person who steals' (lIterally 'person whose liver Is not clean

and whose hand Is crooked')

lX. REVERSmLE VS, NON-REVERSmLE PSYCHO-COU-OCATIONS:
Some

of

the

psy cho- collocations

I

have

colle cted

seem

to

be

scmanU cally reversible, I.e. the order of appearance of the psycho-noun and

it 5 psy cho-mate does not Influence the meaning o f the collocation as a
whole. TIlis Is Illustrated below In 111-4:
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1. SlAB
liver

NPAU
(or NPAU SlAB)
boll, bubble up = 'to be angry'

2. SlAB
liver

KA.J
(or KA.J SlAB)
bright = 'satisfied with things, pleased. (heart) refreshed'

3. SlAB
liver

KHIS
(or KHIS SlAB)
break a piece off, chip

4. SlAB
liver

VAM

hope

=

=

'to feel frustrated, saddened,
annoyed, upset'

(or VAM SlAB)
'to hope'

In other psycho-collocations, however, the relative ordering of the two
elements does bring about a change In the metaphorical meaning of the
collocation, as seen In #5-9 below. In his areal study of psycho-collocations.
Matlsoff (1986) points out that In Thai when the psycho-noun occurs first.
the collocation usually conveys a more or less permanent quality of the
heart, mind, splnt. or disposition. On the other hand, when the psycho
noun occurs second, the collocation typically points to a state of mind or
feeling which Is usually temporary. I have checked this agaJnst the Hmong
data and come to the conclusion that this systematic difference Is not found
there, except for #7.
5. KU B
hot
vs.

SlAB
liver

SlAB
liver

=

'zealous, earnest'

KU B
hot

SlAB
liver

6. NPHAU
tip, tum over
VS.

SlAB
liver

7. ZOO
good, well
vs.

SlAB
liver

'quick, hot-tempered, prone to anger'

=

'to lose one's mental or physical balance'

NPHAU
tip, tum over
SlAB
(In) liver
ZOO
good

'very angry' (literally 'liver turned over')

'happy, pleased'

'good, kind, gentle'
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8. POOB
faJ]
vs.

SlAB
IJn) JJyer

SlAB

liver

POOB
fall

9. QAUG

SlAB

liver

'discouraged, dis tressed'
SlAB

weak and to t tering

vs.

·frlghtened. scared'

liver

QAUG
weak and to t tering

'duped. believing In o ther people's
decep tions'
LAlS
?

' to become Infa tua ted wi th'

To conclude, I hope to have shown tha t while the me taphorical role of
we are so familiar wi th Is very limited In Hmong. I t Is the liver
which Is Its "subsU tu te". The role of the liver, however, ex tends far beyond
that. If we accep t the noUon that. to a certain exten t. language reflects the
psychological make-up of the people who speak I t. the ple thora of psycho
collocations Involving the liver Indicates tha t I t Is the locus where bo th
emotions and mental ac tivities are perceived to take place In Hmong
culture. On the o ther hand. I have also a t temp ted to poin t ou t areas where,
In spite of the fac t tha t the language encodes emoUonal and mental acUvi ty
differently, the underlying concep tual me taphors are the same In English.
To what extent East meets Wes t In tha t sense needs to be researched
further. Additional research Is also needed In the area of ac tual usage In tex t
of these psycho-colloca tions.
No t having done tha t ye t. I do no t feel
confident making Judgments abou t their syn tactic life.
Textual analysis
would undoubtedly shed Improved ligh t on the semantics of the psycho
collocations. as well as on their syntacUc funC tioning.
the heart
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